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Attachment
Provision of minimum number of flats in price list (Paragraph 2 to 18 of the
Response)
1. The Response (at Paragraph 7, 8) argued that for cases involving interference
with property rights which fall short of deprivation, then the European
jurisprudence would adopt the “fair balance” test to strike a fair balance
between the demands of the general interest of a society and the requirements
of protecting individual rights, and there must be a reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought to be realised.
The Response went on to say that the Counsel for REDA fail to address the
issue of whether the application of the “fair balance” test is justified under
Basic Law 6 and 105.
2. The so-called “fair balance” test is in essence the same as the “proportionality
test” analysed by the Counsel for REDA in their opinion (the Counsel Opinion)
(i.e. the restrictions on human rights must be rationally connected with one or
more legitimate purposes and the means must be no more than is necessary to
accomplish such purpose). Paragraphs 35 to 40 of the Counsel Opinion has
given a comprehensive review of the relevant legal principles on the
“proportionality test”.In paragraphs 59 to 62 of the Counsel Opinion, the
Counsel for REDA applied those principles to explain why the requirement to
provide minimum number of flats in price list may be unconstitutional
3. It is therefore misleading and factually wrong for the Administration to say (at
paragraph 12 of the Response) that REDA have failed to address the issue of
whether the application of the “fair balance” test is justified under Basic Law 6
and 105.
4. The Response then went on to say, at paragraph 13 and 18, that, even
assuming the “fair balance” test applies, the Administration has a considerable
margin of appreciation in determining the restrictions imposed to achieve the
aim to protect prospective purchasers.In fact, the legal principles on margin of
appreciation were analysed in great detail in paragraphs 41 to 47 of the
Counsel Opinion, which has already taken into account the considerable
margin of appreciation afforded to the Administration. The Counsel for REDA
consider that, despite such considerable margin of appreciation,the
requirement to provide minimum number of flats may still be unconstitutional
as the Administration has failed to provide sufficient "cogent reasons" to
justify the measure.
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Freedom of expression and prohibition on GFA information (Para 19 to 40 of
the Response)
1. The Administration's strongest argument is that commercial expression such as
advertising deserves a lesser degree of protection. Again, the Response argued
that, given the broad margin of appreciation, it is unlikely that the prohibition
to disclose GFA information per flat would be regarded unconstitutional. On
this issue,the Administration placed significance on the recent Court of Final
Appeal case Fok Chun Wa v Hospital Authority (paragraph 27 to 29 of the
Response) and argued that even the Court of Final Appeal held that unless the
relevant measure is manifestly beyond the spectrum of reasonableness (or
manifestly without reasonable foundation) the court will not interfere.In
support of this conclusion, the Response quote paragraphs 74 to 76 of the
Court of Final Appeal's judgment (see footnote 18 of the Response).
2. However,Court of Final Appeal at paragraph 77 of the same judgment (i.e.the
paragraph immediately after the paragraphs quoted in the Response), held the
following: “The proposition that the courts will allow more leeway when
socio-economic policies are involved, does not lead to the consequence that
they will not be vigilant when it is appropriate to do so or that the authorities
have some sort of carte blanche.Afterall, the courts have the ultimate
responsibility of determining whether acts are constitutional or lawful. It would
be appropriate for the courts to intervene (indeed they would be duty bound to
do so) where, even in the area of socio-economic or other government policies,
there has been any disregard for core-values.” In other words, the relevant parts
quoted by the Administration fail to give a full and complete picture of the
Court of Final Appeal’s decision, the Court made it clear that the Court
remains have the ultimate responsibility to determine whether a particular
measure or restriction is constitutional.
3. Further,the said Court of Final Appeal case has already been analysed in
paragraphs 42 to 45 of the Counsel Opinion but, again, the Response ignored
the same and the way the Administration presented its cases gives an
impression to the members and public that the Counsel for REDA has
committed a mistake by failing to take into account the recent Court of Final
Appeal decision. The above show the selective and subjective attitude and
approach adopted by the Administration in preparing the Response.
4. The Administration further agued that disclosure of GFA information of a
particular flat will create confusion (by using the example in paragraph 33 of
the Response). However, the flaw of this argument is that, as REDA has
repeatedly mentioned in their submissions, it is not REDA's position to only
refer to GFA of a particular flat. REDA's position is that both of the Saleable
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Area and the GFA of a particular flat should be disclosed. If both information
are disclosed, then there will be no question of creating confusion because
prospective purchasers can always have a choice of Saleable Area and GFA.
Again, the impression given by the Response is that REDA's position is that
only GFA related information should be disclosed, which is misleading and
factually incorrect.
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